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Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill that teacher"? What would it take to justify such

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention? Especially if he's the best teacher you've ever had?

Giving you an "F" on a quiz? Mispronouncing your name during roll call...again? How about blowing

up the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother Earthâ€”unless you take him out first?! Plus a

reward of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of Defense! Okay, now that you're committed... How

are you going to pull this off? What does your pathetic class of misfits have at their disposal to

combat Teach's alien technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?! A sexy new teacher comes to

Class 3-E to do the students' job for them. When the 3-E students begin exhibiting signs of

self-esteem, Principal Asano demands that Koro Sensei crush their spirits so they continue to set a

bad example for the rest of the school to rise above. Then a class field trip goes terribly wrong when

two 3-E girls are abducted. Who will come to their rescueâ€¦?
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This was yet another great volume put out by viz. I was initially worried over how they would handle

Irina and the classes nickname for it but it was handled well at first. However, people who may have

read the versions from other translators may be turned off that Irina's name ends up by the students

to be written as Vitch instead of the other after a key point in the second chapter. Oh well, its minor

but if we imagine the difficulty that the Japanese students have with the Russian and v then perhaps

it is most logical to write it this way.One thing I like is that there seem like a lot of extras in the



volume like the opening pages profile of characters, cover pages on chapters, more character

profiles between chapters, and many more in between chapter things (like Korosenseis badminton,

school assembly details and more. Then for a special they include that short chapter on Korosensei

and The Mishaps of Saiki Kusuo which was a nice surprise. Lastly there are more character

profiles.All in all, unlike a few of their other manga, Assassination Classroom is a pretty robust

volume with extras and content. Loved it.

The second volume of â€œAssassination Classroomâ€• picks up where the first volume left. It starts

with a new character arriving: a sexy â€œteacherâ€• named Irina JelaviÄ‡, who is in fact a

professional hitwoman hired by the government. But of course, this is a comedy, and her latest

assignment to kill Koro-sensei ends in an unexpected way.In Volume 2, the story goes on in a fast

pace, introducing new characters including Irina and Asano, the practical-minded school principle

who seems to know something about Koro-sensei. As in Volume 1, there are a healthy amount of

gags here, and you can enjoy them without knowing the school culture of Japan.The second volume

of â€œAssassination Classroomâ€• has a bonus manga featuring Koro-sensei and Kusuo Saiki, the

hero of Weekly Shonen Jumpâ€™s gag manga â€œSaiki Kusuo no Sainanâ€• (literally translated

â€œDisasters of Saiki Kusuoâ€•) created by Shuichi Asou. I hope Viz Media will publish this hit comic

someday.

Volumes 1 and 2 were both great, hoping the following volumes will stay with that trend.This is good

for you if you're in to more optimistic, light-hearted stories.

This was great! The joke about tentacles and what they NORMALLY find usage for in manga had

me on the floor.

My daughter loves this series of books! She can read one a day, so I keep ordering!

i really enjoyed the series so far and the probles that have come up. the very concept is unique and

filed with good variety. the ending tho.... Why!!! such a mean cliff hanger isnt nice!

Can't wait for vol 3!!!

This book is full of funny moments like the first one and the new teacher is a great addition to the



class. I can't wait to see what happens in the next book.
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